Multi-mode learning and fluid mechanics to fluid power: an undergraduate curriculum reform

Abstract:
Learning theoretical foundations without hand-on practices, lack of exposure to current technology and problem-solving tools affect both theoretical learning and job preparedness skill of engineering technology program graduates. This paper studies industry need for graduate knowledge and skill in fluid mechanics area and presents an ongoing curriculum reform process to transform an existing fluid mechanics course to a fluid power course. A multi-mode student learning process is developed and course is reformed to support an interactive pedagogical methodology. Beyond current teaching methods, tools are developed to foster a flexible inductive learning through hands-on applications. A multipurpose laboratory equipped with fluid power process, sensors, data acquisition system, and application programs is being developed. A series of laboratory practices based on use of fluid mechanics principles in industrial applications would provide students a strong theoretical foundation on the subject covered in the class, and create opportunity to practice current industrial methods prior to graduation. Beyond theoretical learning, these practices with industrial processes, sensors, data acquisition hardware, and application programs in the laboratory will enhance technical skills of program graduates. Finally, the project evaluation, assessment, and dissemination process for monitoring and evaluating project activities, outcomes assessment of student learning and feedback for continuous curriculum improvement is presented.

Introduction
In the State of Michigan the manufacturing is the most critical component of the economy and has been contracting due to competition from other parts of the world for more efficient and cost effective products and services. The workplace of engineering and engineering technology program graduates is changing due to increasing global competition, changing demographics and technology, integration of engineering and
business function, shrinking product life cycle and environmental awareness. To regain their predominance in the field, manufacturing industries in Michigan need better-educated technical graduates trained in current technology. These graduates are also expected to be equipped with generic engineering skills beyond their area of expertise [1]. In many courses in the engineering technology programs, especially, in the fluid mechanics course, the theoretical learning is impeded by lack of hands-on practices and exposure to modern problem-solving tools. During last few years, several computer assisted tools [2-5] were developed to enhance student-learning in specific areas. The experience of developing these tools and their outcomes has motivated authors to address the learning deficiency in the current fluid mechanics course. The plan is a comprehensive approach to the problem including curricular reform; adaptation of a multi-mode inductive learning methodology, and continued assessment and improvement of the learning process. It partially adopts the inductive learning model implemented by S. Moor [6]. Inductive approach is a natural way of learning when the subject is completely unknown to the learner, such as how a baby learns by doing and experiencing with the object without instruction. On the other hand deductive approach suits abstract learning when the learner is already familiar with subject or activities do not easily relate to subject. Most engineering and technology classes are taught by using a combination of the two based on the nature of course, student background and the learning objectives. If the learning objectives are not easily realized, the method of learning deserves a close scrutiny [7]. Kolb’s experiential learning cycle [8] is one of the most widely considered to address learning problems in engineering education. His four steps for complete learning cycle are: abstract conceptualization, active experimentation, concrete experience and reflective observation. The beginning and end can be in any of these steps depending on the method of teaching. In the current course, we find this cycle is either broken or does not exist. Therefore, we search for feasible activities to complete the learning cycle without overwhelming burden on the students, programs and the institution. Moor [6] adapted the inductive learning method through experimental demonstration, dry-lab thought experiment, and class room teaching through lecture, experiment and problem solving in chemical engineering program. The outcomes have been extremely positive [9]. Ferrel [10] adapted an inductive learning method in
sophomore level fluid mechanics and heat transfer courses and showed that engaging students in hands on activities increase both learning and retention [11]. Our plan is to address learning problem in fluid mechanics based on inductive approach of Moor [6] and Farrel [10]. The proposed method considers the nature of our program, student body, industry need and past experience with computer assisted problem solving in other classes. Overall goal of the project is to improve student learning by curricular reform and a multimode teaching.

The specific objectives are:

1. Identify knowledge and skill requirement in IME2840 (Fluid mechanics and hydraulics) course and reform the curriculum structure.
2. Develop a multipurpose laboratory for application practices necessary in the courses.
3. Develop computer-assisted problem-solving tools for the course.
4. Develop teaching methodology for the course to foster inductive learning through applications, problem solving and theory.
5. Document measures of learning effectiveness to ensure continuous improvement in student learning in long run.

**Student learning in engineering technology programs**

Upon teaching both in engineering and engineering technology programs, one may notice a fundamental shift in student learning mechanisms between the two areas. In most engineering programs, the theoretical learning in class is reinforced with problem solving, laboratory practices and other modes of learning in a progressive manner. Students are expected to be prepared with proper math and science background prior to learning the theoretical basis of a subject. Generally, the majority of the students adjust with this learning mechanism soon after entering an engineering program. On the other hand, in the engineering technology programs, the objective is to prepare students for application-oriented tasks in industry. Naturally, students also expect to learn the applications rather than the detailed theoretical body of knowledge. Several informal surveys current fluid mechanics and hydraulics class have indicated that about half of the students in the class learn their subject differently compared to students in engineering.
programs. For efficient learning, these students prefer to become familiar with the subject initially through technical applications. In the problem-solving area, the focus is on the methodology rather than the theoretical origin of the subject. Therefore, for these students, the theoretical learning is more effective after they are already familiar with the applications and problem-solving method. These findings underscore the importance of mixed mode instruction in the engineering technology classes for enhancing effectiveness of student learning.

**Current Practices**

IME 2840 (Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics) is a two credit hour theory class on fluid mechanics and hydraulics applications in industry. Student feedback and course assessment data suggest that there is a clear lack of student interest in this class. Established factors contributing to this are:

i. It is lecture only theory class without application in a technology program.

ii. Because of the application expectation, students lack of adequate preparation in math and science at the time they take the class.

iii. A two credit hour course is insufficient to teach a broad subject that requires both theoretical and applied learning.

iv. No follow-up course or project built on student learning is provided.

To enhance its effectiveness, this course requires reform including the introduction of laboratory applications and multimode teaching that introduces application practices, problem solving, and theory to the students in an orderly fashion. Web-based problem solving and simulation to investigate different scenarios will promote student interest in the subject. A redesigned three-credit hour fluid power class would better reinforce theoretical learning in the classroom based on the laboratory practices and problem solving. Besides lessons on industrial fluid power applications, the laboratory will also act as a conduit to introduce use of modern sensors, data acquisition, and control technology to the engineering technology students. The learning in this course will be practiced further in other senior level courses and applied research projects solving industrial problems.
**Proposed learning method**

After reforming the curricula, teaching methodology in the four courses will be modified to engage the students in an interactive multi-mode learning process. The modes are laboratory practice, computer-assisted problem solving, in-class lecture and analytical problem solving. Initially, simple laboratory practices and demonstrations will expose the students to applications prior to introduction of each theoretical concept in the lecture class. While the students learn the analytical problem solving methods in the class, computer-assisted tools will be available to guide them through the solution. Prior experience with computer-assisted tools has shown that this practice engages them in the learning process, generates interest in underlying theory, and allows students to identify areas of deficiency in their learning. The difference is in engaging them in thinking by exposing them to applications, problem solving, and solution verification beyond the traditional methods of teaching. Education researchers have been studying the effectiveness of various learning philosophy [7], e.g. active versus reflective, sensate versus intuitive, visual versus verbal, global versus sequential in different environments. Our method of combined use of application, problem solving and assessment will engage students in a mixed form of learning. The key is to monitor its effectiveness and adopt with the assessment feedback information until we settle on a superior mode of teaching and student learning cycle (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1. Learning cycle**
**Description of Laboratory**

The proposed development is dual purpose laboratory for both fluid mechanics/hydraulics and thermodynamics courses within the engineering technology programs. It will be equipped with electro-hydraulic and pneumatic process trainers, Feedback temperature and flow process. To monitor the process variables such as pressure, temperature, force/torque, flow rate, position, velocity, acceleration etc, a variety of sensors, transducers and measuring instruments will be utilized. Using laboratory PC and National Instrument’s PXI/SCXI data acquisition hardware, the overall system will be monitored and controlled through open instrumentation network architecture. The objective is to let the student experience from simple fundamental processes to progressively complex industry like systems in the same laboratory. It also minimizes development and operation cost of the learning system. For in-depth experience in process monitoring, data acquisition, data processing, and the design and development of a practical application, integration of NI hardware and the LabVIEW software with the electro-hydraulic, pneumatic, and electro-mechanical equipment will be extremely valuable [12,13]. A number of industries employing WMU graduates in the region use similar system in their plants and feel that exposure to such system will familiarize our students with current industrial practices. Beyond the laboratory experiments, live image and process data of selected physical systems will be available for classroom demonstration through the use of wireless web communication infrastructure of the university.

Without existing infrastructure and careful planning, development of such a laboratory can be excessively cost prohibitive. Hydraulic/pneumatic trainer necessary for function of this laboratory are available in current motion control laboratory. They will be utilized along with the remaining components of the processes, sensors and data acquisition hardware to develop a fully functional laboratory necessary to implement the proposed multi-mode learning model in the targeted courses. Use of a blend of process equipment, sensors, and data acquisition hardware from different manufacturers allows open ended extension of the processes. Compared to an integrated overall system from a specific vendor, use of components from different origins allows students to see the problems associated with integration in real life industries and learn the technology in more details.
As opposed to a turnkey project, this is also a cost effective method of creating the learning opportunities. The development plan for the overall laboratory setup is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Layout of thermo-fluid laboratory**

**Laboratory experiments and problem solving tools**

The nature of laboratory practices will vary from demonstration of simple physical phenomenon to design and implementation of complex manufacturing task. Each experiment will be designed with the aim of exposing students to the specific theoretical formulation/principle and corresponding problem solving method taught. The area of laboratory experiments and demonstrations for the class is listed below.

a. Measurement of fluid flow parameters
b. Verification of basic fluid statics principles

c. Investigation of fluid friction principles

d. Application of fluid power for specific force and motion function

e. Design and development of functional fluid power system

f. Operation and control of a fluid power system

Initial demonstrations and hands on practices IME2840 class are designed to engage students in learning the theoretical fundamentals, will be accompanied by simple application programs in Visual Basic and Excel. After students are acquainted with the phenomenon, these application programs will allow them to verify the laboratory results using the analytical equations taught in lecture class. Students will be able to use executable form of the programs though the web and will not require any programming background to use them.

**Implementation Plan**

Implementation of the project will start with redeveloping the curricula of the four courses based on industry need and other model curricula. Once the content of each course are determined, laboratory practices necessary to assist learning the theoretical topics will be developed. At this phase the equipment for the laboratory will be procured, installed, tested and calibrated. Laboratory practices will be developed and documented for teaching purpose. At the same time web based application programs will be developed to assist student with the problem solving methods. Assessment and improvement of the implementation process will be an integral part of the project. An online assessment tool will be developed to utilize the input from students and the learning tools will be adapted to suit the learning habit of students. After independent testing of the tools, the curriculum will be officially modified and implemented.

**Assessment of Student Learning and Project Evaluation Plan**

Purposes of assessment will be to (a) establish benchmarks against which change and improvement can be measured; (b) determine the effects of the curricular reform activities on student learning; (c) involve a full constituency of those impacted by
curricular reform; and (d) document project activities for dissemination and eventual full implementation. The assessment will have both formative and summative components. The plan is framed by key assessment questions related directly to project goals and objectives. Although the primary focus of assessment will be on project results (summative assessment) – impacts on engineering technology students’ ability to learn and apply crucial skills – data will also be gathered to help inform project decision-making (formative assessment).

For this project, assessment will begin with benchmarking the current practices and student learning outcomes. While the concerns addressed in this proposal have been well established through several assessment methods – course evaluations, ongoing program evaluation at the department level, industry feedback, and informal student-faculty interaction – formal documentation of student learning based on current practices in the identified courses will be conducted by faculty outside the courses to establish a formal baseline and comparison data for eventual review of reform activities. Methods will include surveys, observations, document review, and interviews with students.

Additionally, in order to identify change needed and to support reform, a formal review of changing industry needs will be undertaken during the first phase. Already the technology programs, in concert with program advisory boards, have developed a “skill set” of techniques, knowledge, and abilities our courses should provide students. Industry advisors will match with a skill set of their own, identifying needs and priorities to be addressed by reform. These skills sets will be used in the creation and implementation of assessment activities throughout the reform project.

**Project Evaluation Plan**

At the project level, evaluation of this project will have three primary purposes: 1) monitor project implementation and provide staff with feedback, 2) assess the quality and utility of the learning materials developed and teaching strategies adopted, and 3) assess the impact of learning materials and teaching strategies on participating students. The evaluation will be a collaborative effort between external evaluators and project staff. Staff will be expected to provide access to participants, document project activities, and
assist in identifying relevant quality indicators and in developing selected data collection instruments (see assessment section above). The external evaluators will be responsible for preparing instruments and procedures, gathering data, analyzing data, and preparing evaluation reports. The evaluation plan is framed by two key evaluation questions related directly to project objectives: (a) Did the project result in timely completion of planned activities, including development of appropriate learning materials and adoption of teaching strategies to support project goals and (b) What is the impact of the project on student participants?

As part of the effort to document project implementation, project staff and evaluators will collaborate to identify the quality indicators of learning materials to be developed and of appropriate teaching strategies to be implemented. Normal test development procedures will be used to establish validity and reliability. Piloting will be done in courses with similar objectives and student demographics. Quantitative and qualitative data will be collected using a variety of data collection methods, including pre/post course subject matter assessments, end-of-class surveys, electronic and on-site interviews with a sample of students, observation of a sample of course sessions, and documentation of project activities. A quasi-experimental design will be used in administering the pre/post assessment. Appropriate quantitative and qualitative procedures will be used for all data analysis. Reporting will include informal feedback to project staff, reports based on specific data collection efforts, and a final evaluation report.

**Conclusion**

To fulfill current industry need for students with both theoretical and hands on knowledge, a plan to reform existing fluid mechanics and hydraulics course as a fluid power course is presented. The basis for the reform is student, industry and industrial advisory committee feedback. Besides laboratory experience, a multimode teaching/learning methodology and corresponding assessment/evaluation method is presented. It will ensure eventual realization of the reform objectives. The curriculum
reform will start from Fall semester of 2008 and completed after a learning and assessment cycle of three years.
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